Spring
Word Search

Test your word-hunting skill with this springtime word search.

FIND ALL THESE WORDS IN THE PUZZLE
(THEY CAN BE ACROSS, DOWN, DIAGONAL, FORWARDS, OR BACKWARDS):

ANIMALS Bug S S
CATERPILLAR P
BE SAN M A E V B E R
DI JDOEFNUQNI
FPROIMDT I N
PLDLKBR A H G
TBO DFL AI AI T
CKLWEEN T G N I
EITBEEEZEUM
WDEVQRQDVPSE
CEUWJYSDEVZH
YLFRET T U B R X J

WORD LIST:

ANIMALS
ANT
BIRDFEEDER
BLOOM
BUGS
BUMBLEBEE
BUTTERFLY
CATERPILLAR
FLOWERS
GARDEN
PETAKIDS
RAINBOW
SPRINGTIME
SUNSHINE
WILDLIFE

Remember to be kind to all the creatures who come out in the spring!

For more animal-friendly kid activities, visit PETA Kids.com